[Tumor marker--screening for gynecological cancer; personal experience. Utility of tumor markers in screening of ovarian cancer].
PAP smears and biopsies are very effective in mass screening for uterine cancer. However, in this study, we tried to determine whether tumor markers could be useful for ovarian cancer screening. Eight tumor markers (CA125, TPA, CEA, ALP, amylase, LDH, CRP, IAP) were tested in serum samples from 3,540 women and the values were supplied to a CAMPAS (computer aided multivariate and pattern analysis system). Using this system, we managed to reduce the false positive rate to 0.68% but we couldn't prove the sensitivity of this system, because there were no ovarian cancer cases in this group. At this time, it is important to determine the high risk group of ovarian cancer for reducing the cost of mass screening. Finally, if tumor markers are to become more effective for ovarian cancer screening, it will be necessary to find ones that are more sensitive to ovarian cancer.